Here expg(x) denotes the ^-analogue of the exponential function S"=o($* 1 , A and 0,0^ act on M in locally nilpotent way, S* is well-defined. Moreover exp g (*)exp g -i(-x)=l implies that Si is invertible. There exists a unique automorphism T t of U q such that S i (xv)=(T l x}S i v for *e£/g and i;<=M. This automorphism T l coincides with the automorphism 7\ introduced by Lusztig [4] with a small modification. In Proposition 1.4.1 we shall show that {S l \ satisfies the braid relation. In Section 2, we show Ker e' i =T l U~r\U~. (e f t is defined in 2.1.) This is the key of this paper. In Section 3, we shall give a relation of cystal base and the braid group action. Let P be an element of T^Uq^Uq. We assume that P belongs to L(oo) and Pmod^L(oo) belongs to B(oo). Using the fact that Ker ei= T l U~r\U-) we show that T T P belongs to L(oo) and T x PmodqL(oo) belongs to J5(oo). Thus fi This paper could not be written without Professor M. Kashiwara's guidance. The author would like to thank Professor M. Kashiwara. § 1. Braid Group Action on Integrable Modules
The operator 0
We follow the notations in [1, 2, 3] . For example, g is a symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebra, {a i } l <= 1 is the set of simple roots, P is a weight lattice, Uq is the corresponding quantized universal enveloping algebra generated by e if fi, q h (h<=P*\ etc. AB=q\BA.
By the (/-analogue of the binomial formula, we obtain
For n=l -a lj} the Serre relation implies Along with 0(e l )f J =0, we conclude that f } is f/g(s/ 2 )t-finite and it is a highest weight vector. Here U q is regarded as a U q (sl^l-module through 0.
Definition of 5 Z
Let V(l)(l^Zz 0 ) be the irreducible L/" g (s/ 2 )i-inodule of dimension /+!. Let us take a highest weight vector u^ of F(/). Then we have Assume that s equals k. Since s=l-k + a -b+c, we have
which implies
We define the endomorphism s z of V(l) by
a,6,c Lemma 1.2.3.
Proof. We get 
On the other hand, we have
We define the endomorphism S^ of F(/) by
We can prove the next result similarly,
Therefore, S l =S' l , and (1.2.13) is another expression of S t .
Let M be an integrable f/ g -module. M is a direct sum of irreducible U q (sl z )r modules. So, we regard S t as an endomorphism of M.
Definition of T l
Let Int($, P) be the category of integrable /7 g -modules, for an object M of M(g, P) let f(M) be the underlying Q(<?)-vectorspace. Then W is the functor from M(g, P) to the category of Q(^) vector spaces. Let R be the endomorphism ring. Then R contains S z as well as U q .
We define the algebra automorphism 7\ of R by ( Introduce the Q-algebra anti-automorphism CD by
Applying a) to (1.3.6), we obtain (1.3.5).
Q. E. D.
This proposition immediately imply the next corollary. Proof. Therefore we get
The remaining cases are similarly proved by the corresponding identities to (1.4.1) due to Lusztig [4] .
This proposition immediately implies the following result.
Corollary 1.4.2 ([5]).
[T l ; z'e/} satisfies the braid relations. §2. T t Ujr\Ut=KeT e(
Proof of T^-n^-Ker e(
Let U~ be the subalgebla over Q(q) of U q generated by / t . 
Action on L(X)
Let /leP + , and let FU) be the irreducible U q -module generated by the highest weight vector u^ of highest weight L For w^W, let us denote by u w i the global base of weight wL Then we have 
Action on L(oo)
Let b<=B(™) and ^eP + . Now, let us assume that </i t , >^> is sufficiently large for any i. Q. E. Z).
Let & be an element of J3(oo) and let us assume that P=G(b} belongs to The corollary is proved.
Q. E. D. § 4. Main Theorem

Proof of Main Theorem
In this section, we assume that g is a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra. Hence we obtain (ii).
Q.E.D.
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